
Kernstown

This battle is considered the very first battle of Jackson’s Valley campaign.  He would be

obliged to retire from this fight at nightfall.  It was one a very few reversals he would

suffer in his career.  General Shields, an unremarkable commander, was awarded the

distinction of having bested Jackson in battle, a title that would follow him for the rest of

his life.

The Battle

Jackson was attempting to flank the Union forces north of Kernstown.  He sent a feint

with Ashby’s cavalry directly at the Union Lines and moved his forces west and

proceeded to advance along a wooded plateau.  General Shields was wise to this

maneuver and shifted Kimble’s and Tyler’s brigade to block the attack.  After a sharp

engagement, the outnumbered Confederates withdrew under the cover of darkness.

The Forces

Union Forces

General Shields (CinC) C

Tyler C

6 Infantry Regiments MP4

Kimble C

5 Infantry Regiments MP4

Brodhead (Unit leader)

Cavalry MP4

2 Smoothbore Artillery Batteries 5MP

2 Rifled Artillery Batteries 5MP

Confederate Forces

General Jackson (CinC) A

Garnett A

3 Infantry Regiments MP6

Burke C

3 Infantry Regiments MP4

Fulkerson C

2 Infantry Regiments MP4

1 Cavalry Regiment (Ashby) MP6

3 Smoothbore batteries 4MP



Union are all class C.  The numbers reflect oversized regiments (+1).

Garnett’s brigade is the famed Stonewall Brigade.  They are class B reflecting the

relatively little combat experience they have had to this point.

The Battlefield

The battle is played on a 6’ wide (north and south edges are 6’) by 4’ deep (east and west

edges are 4’) board.  The board represents all light woods and has no effect on the game.

Scatter trees around to reflect the light woods.  There is a stonewall 1’ in from the north

edge, running from the eastern edge to the west for about 4 feet.  This is informal cover

and gives units directly behind it a +1 MP for fighting and morale.

The Confederates setup first and move first.  They may setup all of their infantry

regiments and artillery batteries anywhere within 8” of the south edge of the board.

Ashby’s cavalry enters the board on Turn 4 within 1 foot of the south east corner.

The Union sets up second and moves second.  The Union can setup anywhere within 12”

of the north edge.  4 units from Tyler’s brigade and 2 units from Kimble’s brigade start

the game on board.  The other 5 infantry regiments enter the game on turn 2.  All of the

Union artillery starts the game on the map.

Decision time

On turn two, the Union player has the option of sending Brodhead’s cavalry on a flank

march or allowing them to arrive on Turn 3.  If he opts for the flank march, the cavalry

can be deployed anywhere on the western edge of the map as per the flank march rules.

Victory:

Destroy the enemy army.  The game ends when one side reaches the army break point.

Victory points are awarded as follows:

3 points for breaking the enemy

1 point for each infantry unit destroyed

2 points for each cavalry or artillery unit destroyed

Compare the final tally:

Less than 3-2 Marginal Victory

3-2 up to 2-1 Tactical Victory

2-1 or more Strategic Victory


